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abstract
Drawing has a unique and complicated association to teaching and learn-

ing. Much of this complexity stems from shifting definitions about the body. 

What drawing is and how it invokes certain pedagogical responses depend 

on certain ways of thinking about the body as in relation with the world. The 

following comic essay describes two images of the body — affected and unaf-

fected — circulating in curriculum reform efforts. Drawing primarily upon 

Science, Technology, and Society (STS) literature, critical pedagogy, and cog-

nitive research, this comic examines how body discourses and the idea for 

drawing align with a commonsense logic of formal schooling: changing the 

conditions of schooling occur through changing the child (and adult).
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1992; Knorr Cetina, 1999; LaTour, 2004; Hacking, 1992a). Vision determines what 

a person observes, knows, and validates (Myers, 2005; Daston & Galison, 1992; 

Amann & Knorr Cetina, 1988; Knorr Cetina, 1999). Rather than taken as a natu-

ral given, scholars unpack it as a cultural thesis with real ethical implications, 

particularly in life/death issues (Myers, 2005; Haraway, 1997). What drawing is 

and how drawing invokes a response depend in part on certain ways of think-

ing about the body as having a relationship (Su, 2011), along a spectrum of distal 

and proximal, with the world. Relation implies some degree of separation to 

help percieve certain notions of difference. If people do not perceive themselves 

as separate from their surroundings, then the idea of having a and being in rela-

tion with or to something would be nonsense. Any notion of difference and 

sameness would also seem strange. Recognizing a relationship and then how 

the relationship takes shape determine if and how hierarchical distinctions 

form, endure, or dissolve (ibid). The following describes two images of the body 

circulating in teaching and learning reform efforts: the certain body and the 

indeterminate body. These images determine what counts as drawing by delin-

eating the borders around vision and objectivity.

UNA FFEC TED,  CLOSED BODIES

One kind of body consists of a pure material substance with a distinct and sep-

arate form (Taylor, 1989, 1997; Freire, 2000). Like a suitcase, the body’s shelled 

encasement regulates the inside/outside movement of the invisible and visible 

such as emotions, ideas, material things, or images themselves. The body and the 

world relate to one another at a distance. This unique orientation of being with the 

world rather than of it highlights a number of specific human qualities. How some 

people come to learn about their world depends in part upon this belief. Distance 

transforms the human body with markers of difference to hierarchically separate 

humans and non-humans as well as living and non-living (Haraway, 2008). The 

distance proves, in one sense, that people differ from animals, plants, microbes, 

or rocks. Humans stand outside and a little above the rules of categorization that 

determine all other species and non-species. This orientation also organizes the 

spectrum of humanness (ibid). 
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2000, 2004). They do not experience the world as separate from their being. This 

renders all their actions as extensions of themselves and the world. This is what 

«animals are of the world» (ibid) means.

Animal movements reflect activity rather than existence. They move to 

survive and proliferate rather than to critically reflect on the world, them-

selves, and others. Animals perceive a borderless world and lack the creative 

capacity to be transformative. This creative capacity constitutes existence and 

defines what counts as change. Animals cannot be thought of as individuals 

where activity belongs to them. Their action belongs to the species, «Because 

the animals’ activity is an extension of themselves, the results of that activity 

are also inseparable from themselves… Moreover, the ‘decision’ to perform 

this activity belongs not to them but to their species. Animals are, accord-

ingly, fundamentally ‘being in themselves’» (Freire, 2000, p.97). Animals lack 

ownership over thought or action. This senseless relationship keeps them 

from participating in making meaning about themselves and about the world. 

Unlike animals, people reflect upon the experience of their experience 

and commit to action in transformative ways. People transform the world and 

themselves through renaming, relabeling, and reimagining (Freire, 2000, 

2004). Words logically separate humans from animals. The word provides evi-

dence of people’s capacity to critically reflect using multiple and distant per-

spectives. It also gives them a way of thinking about agency as what one can 

do when critical reflection and action intermix. Animals remain submerged 

and incomplete because they cannot use the word.

People also perceive the environment as being made available for them 

(Dewey, 1997). Once perceived as being separate from who they are, it becomes 

open for investigating, knowing, controlling, and manipulating. Unless people 

recognize their inherent possession of the environment, there is no sense of 

self (Taylor, 1989). To put it another way, the environment exists for people to 

get to know themselves through interaction and manipulation. For example, in 

teaching and learning practices, the five-step scientific method standardizes 

how people imagine themselves and the world (Rudolph, 2005). The relationship 

reduces 
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excludes as it includes. This is the double gesture; and 3) Spatial-temporal 

alignments — If learning means to perceive the world and the idea of your-

self at a distance, then peoples’ lives unfold through a sense of movement 

towards, more often than not, something greater (Taylor, 1997).  

OBJEC TIV IT Y IN R EL ATION  
TO A H AV ING BODY A ND ITS PA RTS

Parts of the body such as the hands also matter. There is a close association 

with cognition and the hands (Goldin-Meadow, 2006; McNeil, 1992). This love 

affair with the hands stems from a certain understanding of the body and 

the relations it forms. In conjunction with the word, prehensile hands and 

opposable thumbs make people unique and allow them to stand apart from 

the rest of the world (Kittler, 1999). Man’s hands assist him in experiencing 

himself outside of himself and separate from the rest of the environment. As 

hands move, manipulate, and transform they reassert that he exists with the 

world rather than being merely a part of it. They give man a creative capac-

ity as well as a feeling that his actions belong to him. What he does with the 

world reflects how he thinks about it. In other words, hands also preserve the 

separation amongst species and hierarchical reasoning. 

As with writing, drawing leaves an external trace of what is happening on 

the inside. It distracts from or adds to how ideas, inquiries, and practices read 

as extensions of the person who writes and draws. Drawing reveals the physi-

cal union of the hand with the idea and action. When perceived as conjoined 

they show what makes man amazing, «man himself acts [handelt] through 

the hand [Hand]; for the hand is, together with the word, the essential dis-

tinction of man. Only being which, like man, «has» the words, can and must 

«have» «the hand» (as cited in Kittler, 1999, p.198). Drawing can also be used to 

verify, make, and dessiminate knowledge. The hand matters because of how it 

puts a mechanized logic and degree of control onto the, sometimes, unruly act 

of drawing and writing by hand. Machines, such as the typewriter, computer, 

and camera, also carry a similar line of reasoning (Dason & Galison, 1992). 

This has implications for what kinds of images and drawings matter. 

The process of drawing objects coincides with the shifting socio-cultural 

norms of objectivity (Daston & Galison, 1992). Being 
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self-restraint (ibid). These relations center around discovering unbiased, 

purer truths. This kind of objectivity makes vision perfectible (Haraway, 

1988). Vision technologies, particularly in the biological sciences, do the fol-

lowing: 1) they resort to violent acts in order to see objects of study; 2) they 

manipulate time/space narratives so that dynamic, moving objects become 

static, frozen, and observable; and 3) they assume that technologies can cre-

ate unbiased, disinterested scientists/researchers, students, objects of study, 

and technologies themselves (Myers, 2005). A person’s presence is controlled 

by technology such as, in the literal sense, machines and also in another 

kind of literal sense, governing of the self (Dean, 2009). Objectivity means 

to be a reasonable distance away from unverifiable imagination, improvisa-

tion, and judgment (Daston & Galison, 1992). It also means to desensitize 

from the acts of violence (Knorr Cetina, 1999) and downplay gross manipula-

tions of unique time-space narratives (Schrader, 2010) to affirm this notion 

of objectivity and coincide it with appropriate teaching and learning prac-

tices. With this sense of objectivity, drawing takes on narrow definitions 

(Daston & Galison, 1992). It only becomes recognizable when it aligns with 

the general consensus of being objective while making valid knowledge.

A FFEC TED,  OPEN BODIES

Another kind of body consists of a shifting, interdependent amalgamation 

of machines and species that share complex histories and responsibilities 

(Haraway, 1988, 1990, 1997, 2008). This body is dynamic, affected, entangled, 

rearranged, and relational as well as indeterminate (Barad, 2003). Its sensi-

tivity transforms what happens to teaching and learning. The body moves 

by the subjective experience of being in this world and with aid of specific 

instruments to know, experience, and render the world without a definitive 

endpoint (LaTour, 2004; Myers, 2009, 2010, 2012; Myers & Dumit, 2011). This 

body is an interconnected space that takes shape as it «learns to be affected 

by more and more elements» (LaTour, 2004, p.2). They are fundamentally 

defined as sensitive. Their sensitivity opens up knowing the body, the world, 

and sensitivity itself, and puts them in constant formation. What matters, in 

addition to the mechanized approaches in teaching 
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ethical practice (Casid, 2012).

Teaching and learning with sensitive bodies means in part to respond to 

everyday practices of care that also support the good death rather than solely 

fixating on the good life (ibid). With a commitment to practices of care, teach-

ing and learning envisions life in death and bodies as interdependent and 

indeterminate. Distinctions, separations, and hierarchies make less sense 

with sensitive bodies. «We live in a moment of profound and compounded 

precocity in which social infrastructure support for care cannot, in any way, 

be assumed to have social value I call for close attention to the particulars 

of affective labor that are the (im)material support of care» (p.122). Opening 

up the body and extending it as profoundly dying matter makes the medical, 

Cartesian form seem strange. This other sense of the body needs practices 

of care that support a good death with the same vigor taken in striving for 

a good life. Destabilizing the human form also unpacks the limitations in 

certain teaching and learning discourses, particularly those where education 

is understood as a practice of rescue or an act of salvation (Popkewitz, 1998) 

rather than, for example, a practice of care. 

In recognizing this affected and embodied form, teaching and learning 

interventions shift. For example, instead of the standardized five-step scien-

tific method, affected embodiment molds in conjunction with specific tools 

to render the world in unique and less standardized ways of reasoning (Ains-

worth, et al., 2011; Hay et al., 2013). Instruments vary widely and include the 

material (microscopes, pencils, books, people) and immaterial (imagination, 

pretend, play). Education scholars characterize these modes of learning as an 

essential yet immeasurable component of knowing. They mark these more 

artistic styles of reasoning as the rationale behind differences in expressions 

of expertise amongst people at various stages of formal schooling (ibid). By 

naming the gap, part of the purpose of schooling becomes effectively teaching 

affective and embodied knowledge.
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Intervention strategies involve fuller-body classroom experiences such as 

hand-drawing comic strips or engaging multiple senses such as the olfac-

tory and haptic (ibid). To put it another way, when students make knowledge 

through affective and embodied experiences, they increase the likelihood of 

becoming, for example, responsible, innovative scientists and researchers.

As with teaching and learning, objectivity transforms with the affected 

body. Objectivity through the sensitive body means in part to close the dis-

tance and blur boundaries amongst people, objects of study, and their tools of 

inquiry (Barad, 2003). It also means to pervert the good sense put into self-

control and self-constraint. This term relies upon the lived, subjective, and 

interdependent experience amongst (non)species and (non)living (ibid) as it 

plays out against the backdrop of shifting, historical socio-cultural norms of 

an idealized public sphere.

Drawing also extends beyond the pen and paper as well as disseminates 

beyond the hand. It includes any act — dancing, writing, filming, and com-

posing — that opens up a definitive form (Nancy, 2013), shows interdepen-

dency (Myers, 2011), and recognizes the perpetual unfinished states of bodies 

(LaTour, 2004). Students and teachers take concern over how they draw to 

renew the possibility of drawing again rather than the drawing itself. Per-

fecting the act of drawing to turn the student into the scientist, for example, 

is not the purpose of drawing. The idea of knowledge gained, produced, con-

structed, mixes with prolonging the attainment of these very notions asso-

ciated with the act of knowing. Drawing aims to draw out indeterminacy. 

This, in many ways, is the purpose.

The affected body, in part, is an ethical response to vision (Myers, 2005; 

Barad, 2003; Haraway, 1988). Teaching and learning with a notion that the 

body includes complex interdependencies and responsibilities means to hope 

that «an embodied approach to ethics might be the best way to keep pace 

with our shifting relationships and responsibilities as we integrate these 

evolving [image] technologies into our practices» (Haraway, 2008, p.265). 
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responsibility in making knowledge (Schrader, 2010). It also extends who 

and what counts as living a precarious life to the point where this question 

becomes nonsensical. If bodies are fundamentally open, sensitive, and inter-

dependent, then there is also a sharing of suffering (Haraway, 2008). No one 

and nothing stands outside of precarious living. 

There is a danger in applying different notions of the body in teaching 

and learning strategies such as drawing. Though body discourses may read 

differently, the idea for drawing aligns with the commonsense logic of for-

mal schooling — changing the conditions of schooling occur through chang-

ing the child (and adult) (Popkewitz, 1998). Both bodies — unaffected and 

affected — normalize drawing as a practice of hope for pedagogical reform 

efforts. Whether certain or indeterminate, when bodies get taken up in cur-

riculum reform narratives, both become knowable. They become the means 

for action in curriculum reforms efforts while also inscribing an a-historical 

sense to the present. In other words, they reaffirm a particular present, a 

local social order, and a certain projection of the future. 

When drawing becomes part of curriculum discourse it turns into a vehicle 

for creating particular kinds of people. Drawing, what it is and what it can do, 

suddenly carries a fixed, universal meaning. People use drawing as a tool for 

making better students. Drawing exists to establish the rules and regulations 

for a finite range of what, how, and who people can be. This is the danger. 
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